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c,.ON STATE COLLEGE

Sandra Nisbet, a member of
the Co-Reepondenta,
presents a dramatic reading
ae part of Women's Week
activities. (Page 12)

Attorney Daryl Phllllpaon
was prepared to file suit on
the Isle Hall Issue this week,
but a vote of the State
College Council prevented
that action. (page 2)

Asst. Atty. General John
Lamp will represent the adml niatr ation In Superior
Court today as oral
arguments begin concerning the banning of X-rated
films on campus. (Page 2)

Opinion ............ 6
Letters . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Entertainment ...... 8,9
Sports .......... 10,11
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Or:a l D.eb.a te-·H eard Toda-y
·

Bv Jim Waggoner
· Sports Editor .·

--

A Spokane County Superior
Court judge will hear oral
arguments today concerning
the legality of the EWSC administration ' s banning of the
hard-core sex films Deep
Throat and The Devil in Miss

Jones.
The eventual declaratory
judgment will determine
whether the Board of Trustees
possessed the authority to
cancel the scheduled May 7
Theta Chi Upsilon fraternitysponsored ••Filthy Film
Festival."

John

Lyle Grambo

Lamp

Schuchart, who is representing
the local fraternity, and State
Assistant Attorney General
John Lamp both agreed that a
bench ruling is highly unlikely,
indicating the case could unThe case, which could be a dergo lengthy judicial conlengthy constititutional is·sue, · sideration.
wasn't pre-assigned and
Neither attorney desired to
whatever judge is available this speculate as to when the ruling
morning w i 11 hear the may be handed down, but inarguments.
dications are that it could take
American Civil Liberties anywhere from two days to 10
Union attorney Fred weeks.

1

An appeal is probable after
the court's decisiori.
Schuchart had earlier filed a
complaint which contends that
the fraternity's rights under
the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to the U.S.
Constitution have been
violated.
"We'll try to show that the
college used prior restraint
without any ·procedural

LiUga#onSoughtByA.S.
The AS legislature has given
President Jerry Howe the
authority to remove Eastern' s
membership from the State
College Council should the
council increase its board of
directors or adopt by-laws
which "substantially conflict
with EWSC's ,Associated
Students."
Comprised of the student
body presidents from Eastern,
Western and Cent,ral
Washington State Colleges,
t-he council was formed in
January to collect information, do res~arch and lobby in
Olympia during the legislative
session.
Howe, along with the
legislature, requested that the
council do research with

regard lo the legal questions ,
surrounding Isle Hall.
Isle Hall was formerly the
student union building until
October 1972. At that time the
PUB was constructed and Isle
Hall was changed to an
academic building.
Service and Activities fees
continue to pay for the bond
on the building, an apparent
violation of, state statute which
prohibits S~A. fees from being
used to pay for academic
buildings.
At a meeting in Ellensburg
last Friday, that request. was
turned down by a two lo three
margtn.
The two other college
presidents told Howe they
preferred to wait "until the

APPLICATIONS DUE FOR
EASTERNER EDITOR
Applications for next year's
Easterner editor are now being
accepted in the AS office on
the third floor of the PU 8.
The Student Publications
Commission guidelines state
that the editor of The
Easterner shall have
"completed basic journalism
courses in newswriting, editing
and law; or served as editor of
a community college
newspaper for not less than
two quarters; .or worked as a

professional journalist."
All applicants must submit
published work as evidence of
their journalistic competence.
The . publications commission will name next year's
editor before the quarter is
out.
There are currently two
vacancies on the commission
and · any student ~ishing to
apply· for one of the vacancies
may also apply· in the AS offices. . .
.

TAWANKA COMMONS
Lunch Menu May 24-28

All You Can Eat for $1.25
Featuring,the.. fine dl•h•

MON.Sloppy Joes, Corned Beef/Cabbage, Chef's Salad

TUES.Pizza, Egg Salad, Bologna Sandwich ·

WED,,;...

'V.,. .

359-2530 '
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middle of next September"
before pursuing the Isle Hall
question.
Last week the legislature
allocated $2,000 lo the councif
to do the necessary research on
the Isle Hall matter and after
reconsidering that allocation
thi s week appropriated the
monies.
The legislature was critical
of the council for not pursuing
· the question at this · tiine and··
attacked Jeff Larson·, executive !
coordinator of the council, for
not yet establishing a set of bylaws.
When asked if the council
would do the Isle Hall
research, Larson told the
legislature, "To do that
research we need a little more
lime. A great deal has been .
.
started, but before it's completed, it will be around July
I ."
Howe preferred to start
legal action this Spring as
payments on Isle Hall will be
completed next Fall.
The 3rd Annual WashDaryl Phillipson, attorney
ington
State Jailers Assofor the council, was reportedly
prepared to file suit on Mon- ciation Conference will be
day, but because of the vote of atten~ed for the first ti n\e by
the council he now has to two EWSC representatives.
Conference invitations were
delay that action.
extended
to Dr. Robert E.
Phillipson, who was denied
Morgenstern, Criminal Justice
by Stale Attorney General
Slade Gorton to be appointed Program Co-Ordinator and ·
assistant attorney general for Assistant Professor of
the students of EWSC · 1ast , Criminal Justice, James M.
January, believes 1hat the case Moynahan.
Moynahan said, .. We were
will still be valid if payments
are completed before action is asked to participate at this
conference
due
to .
taken.
However, the case would be demonstrated interest in jail
. stronger, according to Phillip- programs and because of an
son, if money was still being earlier attendance in San
used to pay for Isle Hall when Diego at the Western Society
of Criminology meeting where ·
the proposed suit is filed.

Attorney Daryl Phllllpaon

Profs Invited To
Jailers Conference

Step Into Our

LAIR

ART STUDENTS
I

Corndogs, Beef Hash/Gravy, Fruit Sid Bowl/Pumpkin Brd.
THURS..
Hamburgers, Crmd Salmon/Toast, Combination Plate
FRI..
BLT Sandwiches, One Dish Meat,· Meat Salad Bowl_

Page two

safeguards in banning the
films," said Schuchart.
The issue originated on
April 5, 1976 when the fraternity requested and was granted
space for the ••Filthy Film
Festival" from PU 8 manager
Curt Huff.
After scheduling space for
the event, Huff contacted Dr.
Darryl Hagie, vice president
for student services, who then
conferred with acting president Phillip Marshall before

the college intervened and
ruled that the films would not
be allowed on Eastern ' s campus.
Lamp had advised Hagie
tha~ the films' legal status under Supreme Court standards
is vague and that the college
could be liable if the films were
permitted .
Both parties filed legal briefs
earlier this week.
Theta Chi Upsilon President
Lyle Grambo said that his
organization expects continued administration
resist.ance even if the court's
decision is favorable, and that
he doesn't expect that the film
will be shown here Spring
quarter.
Anticipating
.. more
bureaucratic interference,"
Grambo says the administration ••wiU use any legal
technicality that they can to
keep these films from being
shown at EWSC."
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Painting• Accepted
On Conelgnment
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Fine Fabrics
& Notions

'
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Booka Ordered On AeqUNt

Literature Lair
Downtown Cheney 235-1471
Open Mon.-Frl. 11 •I a On lat.
The Easterner

ii!!, /.

1
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In addition, a past EWSC
graduate Maryann Stoll, M.A.
Psychology, will present a
paper, .. Analysis of the
Thematic Content on Prison
Literature. Using a P.r oject,ive
Technique-Jail Im piication".
The conference is open t9
the public and will be held
May 20, 21 and 22 .at _the
She ra ton Hotel in Spokane.
The Beat Place To Buy .

)"
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we presented papers on jails."
Moynahan will give the keynote address on .. Developing
Jail Professionalism" and
Morgenstern will present a
paper to the jailers on "A Psychologica I Critique of the
Jail".

CHENEY
DEPT. STORE
I

405 1st. Cheney
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Computer Center

,

(,'!,,,r,py:~ Most

Eastern to get TWICS
Eastern Washington State schools through graduate computing business," Harris
College has been chosen as a studies in a university.
said. "Prices on equipment
computer center to serve state
The development began dropped , suddenly, and we
educational institutions and four years ago, when Wade were able to trade old comagencies.
Harris, director of EWSC puting equipment for our preThe Washington State Data Computing Services, and Dr. sent time-sharing system at no
Processing Authority and w. Thomas Trulove, chairman increase in monthly cost."
EWSC announced jointly ofthecollege'sacademiccomEastern already has
today that the college will be a puling committee, returned
h ost-agency center for mterac·
from a visit to Dartmouth agreements with two univer·
·
Th e EWSC College where eve'ry student is sities, 16 Washington comtive
computing.
·11
b
k
munit'y colleges, six high
center w1
e nown as Th e required to study computing.
Washington Interactive Com- They determined to begin a schools of which Bellevue is
the largest user, and eight state
puter S ystem (Twlcs) •
similar system a·t Eastern.
Fred S. Johns, EWSC vice
agencies. The first contract
president for business and
.. We were able to begin in- was with West Valley,
management, explained that teractive computing _in support Spokane Valley, which a peach user will pay its own costs of academic instruction when proached Eastern for services,
for terminals and equipment. Rad I• o · Corpora t 1· on of and oth "'.. r users have come on
The TW Ics already has local ,.-A.m_e_r_ic.a_w
••
en._to
••
u_to
••
f. •t•h•e-•r•a•p-id•l•y•s•in.c.·e•.- - - - - ~ - - t e I e phone - line service
available in most cities, in~
eluding Spokane, Seattle,
WHAT, DO YOU DO? •••
Pullman, Tacoma, Olympia
and Vancouver.

S IISJe
• •• •••·

..

.

l~El~AND-B~A TY CHEVR()LE1,
it's a little harder to get hert'- \\' e're 111uking it a lot ea8ier to buy a new
Becu us.t!

..

or

IISt'd

Among uses of the statewide
network may be:
-A scienqe teacher•can djal
in experiments to snow what
should happen jn the
laboratory.
-A teacher demonstrating
trends in family income can
show students what h'a ppens
when prices rise or fall by
simulating the market on a
computer.
-A high school student can
give himself a job-aptitude test
and then · ask the computer
what courses to study for the
career he chooses.
-A college student can
complete an involved computation within ·hours that
once consumed weeks, thus
covering far more course
material in a shorter time.
This is only the beginning.
A study by the DPA
predicts large-scale interactice
use of computer terminals in
the state by 1980, with many
hooked to the EWSC central
computer to afford an average
response time of 2.5 seconds
for each user. Among the users
will - be community colleges,
state colleges and universities,
high schools, and as many as
eighty state ~gencies.
Eastern's present timesharing, virtual memory
operating system utilizes disc
and tape storage and can
deliver information to video
screens, teletype printers,
punch cards, or paper tape.
The college has developed a
large library of academic
programs in various computer
languages that includes instruction a I
games,
demonstrations, mathematics,
statistical and science
programs, and simulations
use fu I

from
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Mending

NEWCARS
CHEVETTf. HATCHBACK
Tinted glass, 1.6 litre engine, 4 speed, AM
radio, WSW tires, wheel trim rings, and ·
more. No. 243S22. Firethorn metallic with
Fi rethorn sport ..cloth seats.

* Tailodng

746 Chestnut

Break Away and lry Something
Newf

Come To

CDlLIGE Llf £
· .THURSDAY, MAY 20 7:30 _pm
·Dryden Formal Lounge
Sponsored by: Campus Crusade for Christ
'

~

1

•

1---------------------------1
Tfte Only ,O nion
that do-esn 1 t leave
an after-taste!

W. 302 Riverside

11-------------1111!11~---------------1
·oL v· ·.1,

11

I:

$
3393

VEGA SPORT COUPE
Tinted glass, body side moldings, 140 . 2
bbl engine, WWS tires, AM radio, and
more. No. 137888. Lite blue metallic. 60,000 mile • 5 year engine warranty.

$3360

MONZA "2 plus 2" HATCHBACK
Tinted glass, body side moldings, sport
mirrors, 2.3 litre engine, 4 speed, tilt steering wheel, WSW tires, AM radio. No. 126603. Antique white. with Firethorn vinyl
seats. "Spirit of '76" bonus and 60,000 mile
• 5 year engine warranty,

·$3990

NOVA 2 DOOR COUPE
Swing out side windows, 2S0 cu. in. 6, floor
mounted 3 speed, power steering, WSW
,tirE-~, rally wheels, vin:,1 roof and much
more. No, 137096. Dark Blue metallic with
dark blue interior.

$390~

NOVA 4 DOOR SEDAN
Deluxe seat belts, deluxe . carpet, 305-V8,
air cond.,
turbohydramatic,
tilt ,teering
wheel, power steering, radial WSW, AM
radio, custom interior and more. No.122138.
Med. gold metallic. "Gold Medalist Special"
Savings.

$4775

CAMARO 2 DOOR SPORT COUPE
Tinted glass, sport mirrors, power brakes,
250 cu. in. 6, 3 speed transmission, WSW
tires, rally wheels, AM radio, vinyl roof
cover and lots more. No. S0S718. Antique
white with dark fire sport cloth. Sporty,
1:eonomy car.

$4440

MONTE CARLO "S" COUPE
Tinted glass, body side moldings, 350 VS,
1ir cond., cruise and speed control, tilt
srecnng wheel, radidl WSW, AM rddio,
vinyl roof cover.
No. 440508.
Antique
white. Affordable elegance.

Spokane, Wash.

Olympi a Brewing Company , Olyrn pia, Was hing Ion

cur from Leland-Beaty (:hevrolet
than ever before!

I SEW

Re-Threads :

*

J>opular .Sign

i.~ now out front at

Susie's

Alterations
235-8665

.

STREET
CLOSED

FOR YOU!

TWICS will bill users for
operating costs, as a nonprofit computer service with a
projected annual income of as
much as $ I million a 'year
within five years.
The EWSC center will be
able to serve any Washington
community college or high
school requesting service, according to John Bartleson,
systems programmer and commun ica t ions specialist at
EWSC.

~~

$5722

'·/JIRT (:HEAP ._4,PECIAl"S.,'

I

S

i':1l.: things nc\'cr change .

First hinteJ ilt in 1919 with a
patent for "a tool
with which to open milk
and fruit cans:· the sleek
steel line of the cbssic
beer hook hnd tn await
the in\'ention of the beer
can by American Can in

1915.
When emplllycc Oe\\'ey
Sampson was detailed to i,wcnr
this penultimately functiorial tool. he
succeeded in uniting 3() years of thirsty
throats with the contents of millions uf c:!lls

uf Oly.

It rook skill anJ ingenuity and the result .
just can't he i1npro\'ed upon. Thl' sa rnc gt1cs tor Oly .
Soml! things never change. A great hen du.c sn 'r cha nge .
Olympia nen.: r" ill.

@Ik~~~
&-er dt )(.-sn't J..'t.'t any hcttcr. "

I
[I
1'

MONZA TOWNE COUPE
Tinted glass, sport mirrors, sport suspension, power brakes, 4.3 litre V8,
4 ~peed trans., radial WSW, AM radio,
"inyl roof cover and lots more. No.
· 225476. Lite red. Originally $4602.

$3989

NOVA 4 DOOR SEDAN
Our luxury Nova model, tinted glass,
power brakes, 350 V8, power steering,
turbohydramatic, radial WSW, AM
radio and much more. No. 116321.
Dark red metallic. Your best buy.
Originally $4890.

$4195

IMPALA 4 DOOR SEDAN
Tinted glass, rear window defogger,
air cond., cruise and speed control,
350 VB, tilt steering wheel, radial
WSW, AM radio, bumper guards, aux•
iliary lighting, vinyl roof cover and
much, much more. No. 131748. Medium bronze metallic. Originally $61S0.

$4695

LELAND-BEATY
CHEVROLET

507 FIRST

235-6231

CHEN·EY

"'fHE ONLY DEALER YOU'LL EVER "'IEED"

elem en ta ry . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - -. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - ~ _ .
Ttle Easterner
P~ge thre(•

SPECIAL POSTER OFFJ;R·: ·For .~· full-color 1 full-sized poster of this cover, send$ l .00 along with your name and
address to Northwest Beer.graphic, Rainier Brewing Company; 3100 Airport Way South; Seattle. Washington 98134
.
r
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The Easterner

Discrimination Charge

AFT ExGmines Complaint
by Karen Bailes
Staff Writer
Mrs. Opel Fleckenstein,
associate professor of art, has
charged the college with sex
discrimination in consistently
denying her a promotion.
f leckenstein, who has been
at Eastern for 27 years, filed a
complaint with the Human
Rights Commission April 24,
1974. She said she has not
heard from the commission
since, other than to say they

TEACHERS WANTED
West & Other States, Bonded, Placements Since 1946
"Wh~e The--•Best Teachers and Th e Be.c; t Po sitMns Meet' '

arc taking her case in order.
Ken Dolan, Affirmative Action Officer for the college,
said the Human Rights Commission determined in a recent
invesigation that there was
.. no evidence of discrimination
with the pro 11oiion process
per se."
He said he assumed this
would extend to Fleckenstein 's
case.
The American Federation of
Teachers was asked by

Fkckenstein to look into her
case.
· Dr. Ray Schults, a member
or the ;\ FT grievance committee, is gath~ring information to de!termine if FleckensI 30.3 CE NTR t , L , , E
tein has a case. If so, it will be
ALBUQUER Q UE N E W :V.E .X I CO tJ 1, ; ,
presented to the entire fourman grievance committee and
then to the union if it is
decided action should be
taken.
Stripe 1Jrights & Whites
Schults said the Human
Rights Commission has
Don't Miss our
written lo the college once
Gaucho Jumpsuits
since the complaint was filed.
A spokesman from the comMore styles of summer dresses too!
Isle Hall: Isle Hall was used as opinion available · to the mission attributed that to a
a student union building prior students. This problem will be backlog of 300 cases and a
Winners in our Great Opening
the first priority for the current high personnel turnover.
to its reclassification as an
Drawing were:
academic ,building in 1972. student government adAlthough she doesn't hold a
Cindy Cuello
State law specifically prohibits ministration.
terminal degree in
field,
Beverly Anderson
Services and Activities Fees Associated Student Com- Fleckenstein contends she has
Val Pierson
from being spent to pay for mittees: There are numerous continued her education, acBetty Agent
academic buildings, but it is vacancies on a wide variety of c um u I at in g 22 hours in
Cindy Globle
committees dealing with all philosophy, and traveled
still being done.
The Assistant State At- facets of the college. These extcn~ively to become a better
Congra tu Ia tions !
torney General researched the committees deal with teacher.
problem but will not make his ev':!rything from course and
She said she lacks one year
program approval to social ac- of study to obtain her Master
tivities.
of Fine Arts which is tbe terMembership on one of these · minal degree in her area of
committees would not only study. She now holds a Master
give you a voice in how the or Arts in t:ducation.
school is run, but would also
She said she has tht: heaviest
give a person good experience leaching load in the Art
in working with people and Department and has organized
solving problems. If you'd like two extensive exhibits a year.
more information or would
"I have been highly
like lo apply to be on a com- recommended for promotion
mittee, drop by the AS Offices, hy the last three department
third floord of the PUB.
heads," said Fleckenstein.
Medium-size
Social Acth•ities: The r:ighth of
Greg Hawkins, chairman of
May celebration w~s a · great t_h~· /\rt Uepanment, said·, "'It
WITH THIS COUPON
success due to the · hard ·w ork is my bdid that over the years
of Dan Clark and his com- it is ·possible she may not have
of
Former Associated Students mittee members. If you'd like a received complete or total conPresident Tom Hampson has
voice in planning our social ac- sideration for promotion by
been named to the student ad- tivities, apply for a position on those parties that make thos\;!
visory council of the Council
.
the Social Activities Review decisions."
for Postsecondary Education.
Board.
He said he did not have the
INSIDE SEA TING
Hampson was nominated to
Budgeting: Budget hearings facts lo show that the consisthe two-year term by Jeff Lar- · are currently being conducted tent denial for promotion 1s
Expires (5/31/76)
son, executive coordinator of for all AS budgets. These due to sex discrimination .
the state college council.
budgets will be voted on in t h e , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - _ _ .
The CPE is currently in the
next couple weeks by the AS
process of preparing a report
legislature. If you have ideas
on the state of higher educaon how you want your money
tion in Washington to be given
spent, call the AS Office and
to the state legislature next
let a legislator know. The
year.
number is 359-2514.

New Arrivals

A.S. Executive Report

her

FREE
COKE

Hampson Appt.
:To c·PE. Group

. with purchase

Double Whammy or Stromboli

Is Coming
Monday

POEMS
'WA~CZ-EDI

$1495 MONDAY ONLY

* Also Long Styled Dashikis for Men & Women
* Gause Dresses, Skirts, Tops
* Jewelry * Wall Tapestreys * Free Alterations

WASHINGTON SOCIETY
OF POETS

May 20, 1976

PUB

with African Dashikis

The WASHINGTON SOCIETY OF POETS is compiling a
boolc of poems. If you have written a poem and would
lilce our slection committee to consider it for publication,
send your poem and a self-addressed stamped
envelope to:
.,

911 Pacific Ave.
Tacoma, Washington 98402

to the

Visit the Shop In Spokane
"I'm hiding-but worth finding"

th

e-PHDINII

Second f:'loor
SECOND CIY.Y off Wall St.
(formerly Mombasa)

'

.

.

Lette15
suffering, poorly educated
Fish Mail
lifeguards at $2.30 per hour gain the dock and without
ano innocent.
fear of losing their children
De~r Editor,
each.
The other group is group
In regards to .Mrs. Tracy's
Every year the ground in the bog.
"You", s a td to be, Ga Ie support of Fish Lake County edging the ~ater sinks, and
The Spokane County
Watts, suppressors, makers Park.
every year, more money is Commissioners recognize
of bad plans, and white
I admire your courageous spent hauling new dirt to fill the futile efforts of keeping
supremists.
stand for Fish lake County in. This is good money Fish Lake County Park open,
Needless to say, group Park but fail to comprehend following bad, and as a and in their wisdom have
"We" has gotten a pretty raw your reasoning behind it.
fellow taxpayer, I feel it is a made a commendable decideal and group "You" has
If I may quote you, "Much waste of our tax dollars; sion.
been just nasty!
taxpayer m,oney has been $230,000 to date.
Yes, write the Spokane
How fortunate I am that I spent in developing Fish
Every spring, the park County Commissioners, W.
am a newcomer to the U.S., Lake County Park." Let me floods out, causing a swam- 1116 Broadway, or call 456my family not having come inform you where these py area between park and 2265. Let them know the
here till well into this century, monies go.
dock. Most people prefer a people have faith ii'l their
that we've never been in a
There
are
four
employees:
clean
park, a clean place ·to judgment and are behind
More Wattage
situation that would qualify one caretaker at $500 per swim, sunbathe, and picnic them 100 per cent.
Dear Editor,
them or me for either group month , one gatekeeper at without the necessity of
In Good Faith ,
It warmed my heart to
"We" or group "You." I im- $2 . 30 per hour, two wa_~ ing through a s~amp to
Ms. Vicki . L. Killough
read Jones' letter o( assault
' . ·,
agine there are many that
.J
in The Easterner last week;
have been excluded as have
but again, she read into my .
I, might I suggest this third
letter only what she wanted
group be called group
to believe about me. I spoke "Them"?
of no "white supremacy. " I
We members of group
am , in fact, totally opposed
"Them" are horrified to hear
to the concept, and anyone
what group "You" is doing to
who is in favor of it is making
group "We" and would be
the mistake of thinking the
happy to form a posse to
color of his skin alone makes
round up those bad guys in
him worth something. White
group "You" and make them
does not make it right. It
pay the debt they owe those
never has, it doesn't now, it who are members of group
Address all inquirtes
never will. But Jones is mis"We."
letters to .the Easter~ner,
taken in implying that white
We in group "Them" ask
EWSC, f?UB 119-i Qheney, '
means guilty, and she is only
only that you point the finger , ·W,a~h. 991:)04 or . e.aH 35,9~ :
looking for a scapegoat to
at those that are members of :1.8'73.- ·
.
-·
l
. ::blame for the history of group "You" and we in group
America when she claims we
"Them" will see that they are
are responsible for our
brought to justice, after all,
ancestors' actions. She
as you, Mr. Jones, poin1ed
claims "the debt you owe us out, they are their father's
will never be repaid." I owe sons and anyway, somebody
absolutely nothing to anyone
has to pay!
for something I had (and
Yours from "Them,"
have) no part in. Jones canFred SGhultz
not lay the blame on those
who were not involved.
Jones calls me an "articulate ass"-a mild insult at
best, but I realize now how
A disturbing observation here is that
right she is. It is quite
highly competitive Stanford University
By Doug Sly
it is the administration that is
assinine to try to carry on a
volunteered to take a reading improveManaging Editor
perpetuating the issue of money when
dialogue with those who
ment course. It seems odd that EWSC
After patiently watching and waiting, dealing with the BEP. The administrahear only what they choose
officials required black students to fight
to hear, while completely · we believe it's finally time to editorially tion realizes that when dealing with the
tooth and nail for half a year to get funcomment on the Black Education BEP, faculty and students will react to a
missing the point of what is
ding for a program to improve student
Program and its director, Clarence money issue rather than to ideas.for efbeing said. I am indeed an
reading skills.
Williams.
ficient programs. The administration
ass to try· to communicate
·The absence of black student
Most of the feedback The Easterner baited Williams with a minimum $28,where communication is obleaders is another problem that
has received concerning the BEP has 000 position and when he turned it
viously not wanted, nor even
WflJiams is trying de~perately to solve.
been negative. But then, this feedback down on moral grounds they offered
possible. And so shall we
He plans to accomplish this by being
has been from individuals concerned him $21,500. Williams considered
end it. But I might add that
more selective when recruiting black
primarily with one issue-funding.
these tactics insulting.
Jones' well-written but irrelestudents to attend EWSC. His goal Is to
Clarence Williams could have
But what of William's programs?
vant letter shows clearly that
recruit 30 of 40 black students with a
funded the BEP himself if the ad- What is he trying to accomplish? ·
I am not alone in the
GPA over 2.5.
ministration had allowed him to. ·
Last Spring, before Williams arrived,
articulate-ass category at
Formerly, the college recruited
Williams is exp1erienced at soliciting 96 blacks received grade points below
Eastern.
blacks on the basis of a body count,
grants from national foundations and 2.0. This Winter, with more blacks
Gale Watts
with little or no consideration given to
has raised literally millions for poverty attending EWSC, only 17 blacks had
the black student's grades or potential.
"You, We, Them"
programs in the past. He has the con- received below a 2.0. Over 35 black
The result has been that many blacks
tacts and the know-how to raise money, students made the honor role this
Dear Editor,
fulfill their stereotype wh~n they flunk
The letter to the editor
but the administration told him he "was Winter.
out of school. This leaves new black
One of the main reasons for the
signed by Mr. Jones in last not allowed" to solicit grants without
students with very few black upweek's Easterner was college supervision.
sudden improvement is that the BEP
perclassmen to set good examples.
probably one of the most
Williams has also received criticism finally acquired funds for a remedial
Williams once tried to prevent th~
enlightening pieces of senti- for requesting a raise in salary.
and developmental reading program.
acceptance of a student with a grade
ment I have ever had the
Few critics are aware that during the This voluntary program offers no
point below 2.0, but the administration
black mediations this past winter, the college credits, but according to inpleasure to see in print!
went over his head and accepted the
He clearly pointed out that administration offered to create a new structor Sally Burge, most students
student.
there are two groups of peo- position-Dean of Minorities Affairs. who use the program Improve their
After examining the roadblocks
ple within what to me has Williams was the prime (if not the only) reading speed 100 per cent in one
always been the great socie- candidate for the position which would quarter. The reading program not only placed , by the administration on
ty.
have paid $28,000 to $35,00 per year. has been serving black students with Williams' new ideas and programs, we
One group is referred to Williams advised the black students to reading deficiencies, but Is also being find it hard to determine If the college
as the "We," including sub- turn down the offer on the grounds that used by seniors and graduate students officials actually want a second-rate
groups "I", "Us", and "Our". the proposal allowed for one man's to improve the skills they already have. Black Education Program, of if the adMr. Jones describes the gain at the expense of all minority
A recent article in Time reported that ministrators simply want Williams to
"We" as being suppressed! programs on campus.
60 per cent of the incoming freshmen at submit to their authority.
May 20, 1976
The Easterner
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It Is the pollcy of this
newspaper to print all letten
to the editor In th• form In
which they are submitted.
Poulble exceptions wlll be
mad•
wli-•n
legal
ramifications prohibit a
letter'• complete reproduction.
l!I case of anonymous
submlulons, the eclHortal
staff r-rv• the right to
exerclae Its own tudgment In
determining whether a letter
Is printed.
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Examining The BEP's Struggle-.With Administrators

6utvey

ill ERA Do The Job?
DO YOU FEEL RATIFICATION OF THE EQUAL
RIGHTS AMENDMENT WILL SERIOUSLY AFFECT
EXISTING PRACTICES OF DISCRIMINATION
BASED ON A PERSON'S SEX?

Debra Hayman, Senior, English: No, I do not, Discriminatory practices are
changed by education, which must begin with sex-role conditioning at
birth. A law will not change cultural attitudes. ERA is merely a repetition of
freedoms already delineated in the Constitution, and look how much
effect it has had upon minority rights, especially women's .

HAYMAN

VANCE

Vickie Vance, Freshman, Art: Yes. It's a step but only a small one . It will
take people a long time to unlearn the cultural norms set up by our society.

Shirley Hart, Junior, Special Education: Yes, I definitely do. Without the
Equal Rights Amendment women have no basis whatsoever to base their
criticism. The amendment, if passed, will not change people's views, but
hopefully will enlighten a few minds.

WILLIAMS

HART
Warner Williams, Senior, Political Science: This new amendment, in
time, should have an effect on the issue of sex discrimination. Like any
new law, it takes times for people to adjust to them. Immediate adjustment
in attitudes are unrealistic even in today's modern society.

BIii Simer, Sophomore, Marketing: Yes. It will bring the unjust practices
into focus, which will help bring about change.

SIMER

ALDINGER

Ron Aldinger, Junior, Psychology: No. Equality of the sexes in every
aspect of life must evolve through education and socialization of the populace. Even though equality is a long way off in many respects, the ERA
reflects society's eventual evolution to ·androgeny.

Peter Grant, Freshman, Undecided: No.

/J,

,/j:''
I

Marc Daniel, Sophomore, Drama: Discrimination isn't something that is
eradicated easily. A piece of paper saying it's illegal to discriminate may
serve to open doors but the stigma will always be there.

GRANT

f

·DANIEL

Dave McKee, Junior, Psychology: No, I don't feel it will help hiring practices until the law can find ways of backing up the law.

MCKEE

I
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Tona Bernard: Yes. Sometimes in our male-oriented society it's hard for
us "little delicate, fragile, simple-minded child-bearing women" to say;
SIT ON IT MEN! I feel the law helps women to be recognized as intelligent,
capable individuals.

BERNARD

( ·nmk. hiu· Photos
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At EWSC College Theatre
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·~nte,tainment
.

·-
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'

Father' Is·Reali·stic Comed

...

McQueen; Newman
Fea·t ured This Week

By Ray Spanjer
Entertainment Editor
Life With Father, now

playing at the EWSC College
Theater, is an entertaining,
light-hearted look into . the
Two of the film industry's Sarrazin also contribute to humorous side of human
greatest male idols are Notion's already splendid cast. nature.
Based
around
an
f~atured in this weekend's A.S. Paul Newman directs the picauthoritarian,
Victorian-·
a
ge
movies.
ture.
Actor Pa\.al Newman is
In the Reivers. this household in New York City,
starring in Sometimes A Great weekend's other picture, Steve the three-act comedy follows
Notion and Steve McQueen M c Q u e e n_ s t a rs a s t h e the Day family during the
stars in The Reivers.
rollicking, life-enjoying in- Spring months of the late
I 880's.
Sometimes a Great Notion is · dividual, Boon Hoggenbeck.
Drama faculty member,
based on the best-selling novel
The film is an adaptation of
by Ken Kesey, .a1:1thor of One William Faulkner's Pulitzer Norman Boulanger, is cast in
the -leading role as the
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.
Prize-winning novel.
overstrict, somewhat insecure
· The fast-moving, modern
The
film
follows
·
adventure d~als with a Hoggenbeck and his black fat her of the family.
His insecurity stems from
lumberjack family in Oregon's friend McCaslin, as they show
vast timberlands.
a 12-year-old boy the way life having a very religious wife
and family but he has never
The film's action becomes · should be.
been baptized.
intense when the Stamper
They all journey on a
Boulanger puts his all into
family refuses to succumb to spirited jaunt from rural
the wishes of the surrounding Mississippi to Memphis in a the part and realistically portownspeople who are yellow 1905 Winton Flyer to trayed the authoritarian
father.
organizing a strike.
enjoy the big city :
His sudden outbursts of
The film also stars Henry
Screenings are at 7:30 p.m.
..
Damnation"
and
Hell"
Fonda, in what has been called Saturday and Sunday in the
startled most of the audience
his best work, as the head of PUB. Admission is 50¢.
.as
much as it seemed to scare
the Stamper family.
the acting family.
Lee Remick and Michael
Offering a brilliant portray a I as the scheming,
manipulating, over-religious
Pearce and L>ressler Halls wife, Vinnie, is Annette
are sponsoring a Coeur Whitish.
d'Alene cruise this Saturday,
W~itis~ plays the ~ole
May 22, from 7 to 11 p.m.
wholehea_rte~ly crying,
The four-hour excursion scheming and finally outsmaraboard the boat, Dance-A- ting her hus·band into getting
I
Wana, will take place on himself baptized.
Coeur d'Alene . Lake. Easy · _The COUl)le has four boys
Street is scheduled to play for · ranging from grade school to
a dance during the cruise.
college age.
.... . . ,
Tickets are $1.50 and are
Clarence, John, Whitney
available at the Pearce Hall and Harlan were played by
desk. The cruise is free to Frank Bayman, Kevin Davis,
Pearce and Dressler Hall Gerald Alldredge and Patrick
social and activity card McDermott consecutively.
holders.
The four carried much of
04

lake Eicursion

Set for Saturday

;~_.\ _.l

=·

Norman Boulanger unsuccessfully holds bis temper In this scene
from Life With Father now playing at the EWSC College Theatre.
Annette Whitish bu her back to the camera. The play Is finishing
its run this weekend. Free coupons are a,ailable at the PUB Information Desk for the 7 :30 p.m. showings.
·
the humor in the play, always
getting themselves into some
sort of predicament which
only further infuriated their
father.
Bay:man's portrayal of
Clarence the oldest son was
very beti'evable. He conveyed
the feeling that many at the
age go through including first
loves, having to wear father's
clothes, nervy smaller brothers
and nagging parents.
Davis and Alldredge also
did well with their parts while
McDermott did a gallant job
for someone so young. At 10
years old he didn't seem to
miss a cue.
The role of the unwanted
relative, Cousin Cora, was
beautifully played by Darrelyn
McDermott, while Claren's
teasing girlfriend ·was played
by Mary Windishar. ·
A bravo goes to Connie
H a u n w h o p Iaye d f o ,u r
different short-lived maids in
the production. How she
managed to change into the
different costumes and

m~keups in so short a time o~e
will never know, but she did
a .n d man age~ to Io o k
differently each time.
The beautifuly 19th century
costuming was designed _by
Susan G. Pfuelher. Her mtricately designed . c~s~umes
added to the ~ut.hent1~1ty of
the ~lrea~y realistic _act~ng.
Life With Fat~er 1s director
~arold_ Stevens last produclion with the. college ~fter. 30
years of teaching and d1rectmg
for the drama depar~ment and
he has produced .quite a gem.
.. , Life Wit~ Father complet~s
1t s run this weekend. It 1s
showing tonight, tomorrow
and Saturday night at 7:30
p.m. in the EWSC College
Theatre.

•..

. Free ticket coupons are
available at the PUB Info
Desk for EWSC students if
there are· any left.
If not, buy from a hawker,
or beg, borrow or steal one. It
will be well worth your trouble.

• -Art Show Here Mon~

-A&itn

Stel'e McQueen and Paul NewThe 80th Annual Art Stuman are featured in this dent Exhibition will open in
weekend's A.S. Movies, Th~ the EWSC art building gallery
Reil'ers and Sometimes A Great with a reception on the
Notion. Screenings are at 7:30 evening of May 24 from 7 to

Martianne Halmark, a
graduate student in charge of
the show, has announced that
the juror for the exhibition will
be Don Nepean, a watercolor
.:;P~·m;;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i_o.,_._m_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,, artist from Spokane.

AOR•
•
ESTIR
•16
"A Rock and Rollin' Storm!"
Fri. Sat. Sun.

JUNE 4 - 5 - 6

northwest

'Pstr!~1Wo"II
· B.T .0.

Bachman· Turner Overdrive
(Special N.W. Appearance)

Blue Oyster Cult
lLACKMORE 1 S RAINBOW
Exclusive N.W. ApQearance

AND MANY . MORE!-!!

rt CK ET$

. ·.no• ·!

s30 • 3 DAY Alt-FESTIVAL

'II nr. ADVAflCE-tlM ITED ATTENo~·. NcE
Tlckete Available at 4th A Walnut and All Area Cir•
cle K StorN. For Information Call IOl-747-8011.

Eastern students will be
exhibiting watercolors, oils
and acrylics in the show.
Sculptures, prints, photographs, jewelry, textiles
and crafts will also be shown.

All wor.ks will remain on
display through June 10 and
the gallery is open from 8 to 5
p.m. weekdays.

LANDS END
WITH THIS COUPON

NO COVER CHARGE
on Tues., Wed., Thur.

Boogie Capitol. of the North WNI

LANDS ,·PRESENTS
EN·D TAV.ERN·

UIII

DI
/I

.Almost Anything Goes Contest

on Wednesday
Thursday -is LADIES NIGHT ••. ·25c Wine.

Watch for "Vacation For Two" Contest .c oming soon
S. 174 Howard

Page eiaht

Since their conception the Doobie Brothers have proved themsel,es
a monster group in today's rock scene. Their newly·released album
Taking It To The Streets has been in the t(!p 10 for over three con-·
, secutive weeks. They hit the Spokane Coliseum with t"'lr veritable
music store tomorrow at 8 p.m. Tickets are on sale.at all regular
outlets.
.

The ·Easterner.

Spokane
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On ~ampus Entertainment

ft

May 20-Junior Recital, Peggy Edwards/Percussion,
. . . . French Horn and Cello, Music Building Recital Hall,
- - . 8:15 p.m. ·
111111111~May 20-22-Play, LIFE WITH FATHER, EWSC
College Theater, 7:30 p.m.
May 20 - 22 - OPERA WORKSHOP PERFORMANCE, Showalter Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
May 20-21-Art Exhibition, BLACK LIFE, Monroe
Hall Gallery, 8-5 p.m.
May 22-Senior Voice Recital, GAIL JOHNSON,
Music ~uilding Recital Hall, 2 p.m.
May 22-Benefit Performance, SEATTLE SUFI
CHOIR, Senior Hall Lounge, 8 p.m.

Music Theatre's
Mini-Opera Here
EWSC's Music Theatre is
presenting a Mini-Festival of
American Opera tonight
through Sunday at 8: 15 p.m. in
Showalter Auditorium.
The program consists of
three separate mini-operas
directed by Associate
Professor of Music John
Duenow. Musical direction is
by Chris Lobdell and Neil
Jeske.

May 22-COEUR D'ALENE CRUISE with Easy
Str~et performing, 7-1 l p.m.
May 22 - 23 - A.S. Movie, THE REIVERS/
SOMETIMES A GREAT NOTION, PUB, 7:30 p.m.

The first opera is l(a~essa by
Samuel Barber. It is a tragic
story of love and befrayal set
in the early 1900:~; ·
It features Karen Olsen as
Vanessa, Gail ·Johnson as
Erika, Robin Stilwell as the
Baroness, Gene Kendrick as
Anatol, Darrel Eide as the
Doctor and Cheryl Kassner as
the Maid.
A suprise opera is planned
· for the second feature, while
· the third will be The Stoned
Guest by P.D.Q. Bach.
The hilarious half-act opera

..

is edicted by Peter· Schickele
and features Robin Stilwell as
Donna Ribalda, Nancy Horton as Carmen Ghia, Randy
Fisher as Don Octave, Sue
Ellen Snow as a Dog and
James Jahnsen as the
Commendatoreador.
The entire production
employs a 13-piece orchestra,
brillant choreography, spectacular iighting and lavish
COSlUl)ling.

The festival is jointly sponsored by the Department of
Music and the Associated
Students.

A dramatic change
is at hand: ·

May 23-Junior Voice Recital, SUE SNOW, Music
Building Recital Hall, 8: 15 p.m.
May 24-Concert, EWSC SYMPHONY
. ORCHESTRA, Showalter Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.
May 24-June JO-STUDENT ART EXHIBIT, Eastern
Washington Gallery of Art, 8-5 p.m.
May 25-Concert, CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
ENSEMBLE, Music Building Recital Hall, 8: 15 p.m.
1

May 26 - A.S. Movie, ON THE WATERFRONT/
SHlP OF FOOLS, PUB, 7:30 p.m.

May 26-Film Series, IN OUR FATHER'S TIME,
Patterson 1002, Noon.

Off Campus· Entertainment·
SOL~ID GOLD .................. Goofy's, Spokane
DAYBREAK .................. Kon Tiki, Stateline
VINCE TA YON TRIO ................. Open Net
SEASON STREET ................... Land's End
May 20-Concert, JOHNNY CASH, Spokane Opera
House, 7 p.m.
,
May 20-23-Play, OKLAHOMA!, Spokane Civic
Theater, 8 p.m.
May 21-Conc'ert, DOOBIE BROl1HERS, , Spokane
· Coliseum, 8 p.m. •
May 21-Coneert, AMERICAN STANDARD
BLUEGRASS BANK, Second City Center, 8 p.m.
May 22-Concert, RENAISSANCE DRUM AND
BUGLE CORP, Shadle Center., 2 p.m.
May 22-Concert, EARTHSONG, Riverfront Floating
Bridge, 2 p.m.
May 22-Concert, DANCE-MONTANA, WhitworthCollege, 8 p.m.
May 22-. Concert, DANNY DA VIS AND HIS
NASHVILLE BRASS, Opera House, 8 p.m.
May 23-Performance, HERITAGE FAMILY
THEATER, Second City Stu~io, 4 p.m:
May 24-Concert, THE BROTHERS FOUR, Spokane
Opera House, 8 p.m . .
May 24-25-Play, A.NTON CHEKHOV AND
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS CL~SSICS, Fort Wright
College, 8 p.m.

ArtCarved introduces
the first fashion collection
of womens college rings.
The world's leading manufacturer of diamond and wedding rings
knows when it's time for a brand-new lo~k in college rings.
You can see the new ArtCarved fashion collection on Ring Day.
Every ring in it is designed for the woman who
appreciates beautiful jewelry and the tradition of a college ring.
If that means you, don't miss the new ArtCarved rings.
You'll like their style .

.............................................................................................................................................................

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia . Washington •oL Y' ®

I

n a world buffeted by change, consider
the unchanging church key.
On n fateful day in
October, 1919, Mac C.
Rosenfeld received Patent
# 1,260, 3-21 for it. A gleaming
symphony of spring steel. the
church key was used by three
generations of thirsty collegiate
Oly <lrinkcrs. Noc until the twist-top
was its utility questioned, although the
discriminating Oly drinker will always
keep one on hand for tm1-Srubbies and
Oldtime boccies.
The design of the church key hasn't
changed because it was mndc with skill,
ingenuity a!'ld simplicity. A great beer
doesn't change for many of the same
reasons. If it's done right going in, you'll
have an unchanging standnrd of quality.
Some things never change. Olympin
never will.

1'1•Y 29, .197~ ,
•

I

''TODAY ONLY''
May20

9to4

to fhe College Bookstore
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RING
DAY
May 20

fhat's when tht' ArtCarved representative-' will
he here to help you select your custom-made
college ring. It's also the day you can charge your
ArtCarved ring on Master Charge or Bani Ameri card .

9 to 4

SAVE UP TO $10. Any day's the day to save on a

Bookstore

College rings by

:IIRTQ'IR\IED

gold ArtCarved ring : $10 if you pay in full. $5 if
you pay a standard deposit.
r ,.

World-famous for diamond and wedding rings

With Phoenix in /VA

Hite Readys for Opener
By Bill Bighaus
Sports Writer
PHOENIX, ARIZ.-Former
Eastern basketball standout
turned
professional
volleyballer Bernie Hite, who
ishereintheValleyof~heSun
winding up pre-season practce
with the Phoenix Heat, is
anxiously awaiting the start of
this second campaign in the
International Volleyball
Association (VA.

tion year clause on his contract
this season.
. Peppler was Hite's former
coach at El Paso and when she
quit the Texas club last year at
mid-season because of contract squabbles, she had
expressed interest in Hite
joining her new club in
Phoenix.
While on his way to Texas,
Hite said he stopped in
Phoenix for a visit with
Peppler and after they made a
few phone calls he was traded
to the Heat.
Although currently unsigned this season, Hite said he
hopes to sign a one-year contract soon for at least $5,000
with Phoenix.
Playing as a hitter-blocker,
Hite said that he has enjoyed a
"pretty good" pre-season with
the Heat. He said the team is
holding twice-a-day practices
in getting prepared for their

open i n g game, p I aye d
brilliantly at times early in the
season and then was used
sparingly at the end as coaches
were shuffled in and out. The
league was also hit with money
problemslastyearhesaid.
Hite feels this will change at
Phoenix and that the league
itself is becoming better
organized. He said expansion
to Mexico City and Denver is
already planned for next year.
Hite said he has high hopes
for this season and that his immediate goals are to, .. greatly
improve personally · and to
play even more than last
year."
When the season comes to a
close in September, Hite said
he wants to come back to
Eastern to finish up graduate
work on a physical therapy
degree. He also would like to
continue teaching women's
volleyball classes on campus. ·

,_
.
An unidentified Eagle trackster clears a hurdle during the
steeplechase event of a recent home meet. Greg Mitchell, Rick
Teller, Rich Dahl, Tom Badgley and George Hodges will represent
EWSC today, Friday and Saturday in Arkadelphia, Arkansas for
the NAIA Championships.

c·
·
d
F.
I
B
d
~1~;; ~;~!:~~ia~;\~~Et I n er men I na s oun

season opener in El Paso May

which has teams in El Paso,
Tucson, Los Angeles, Santa
Barbara, San Diego and
Phoenix, operates on a tight
tr: budget and its major selling
~ point is that women play
~ alongside the men.
-~
Hite said that people in the
, :,,
__ B Phoenix area are becoming inThe Heat, who are coached terested in professional
by Mary Jo Peppler, former volleyball. Enthusiasm will
Women's Superstars cham- mount he added, if Phoenix
pion and perhaps the best Suns basketball stars Paul
woman volleybaHer in the Westphal and Keith Erickson,
world, obtained Hite early this also avid volleyball players,
month in a trade with the El join the club.
Paso-Juarez Sol.
Asked to compare this
.. I had tried to get traded to year's club with last year's
Phoenix last year," Hite said squad Hite said, .. At this point
in a telephone interview Mon- the personnel and environday. That trade attempt fell ment seem much better and
through, and Hite left Cheney everyone on the team has· a
at the end of April for El Paso good attitude."
intendin to complete the opLast ear Hite started in the
We Have ...

Lee Nll,ils,.

Brush-on Artificial ·Fingernail Kit

OWL
PHARMACY

t--------

120 'F' St.

New phone: 235-8441

~------------------I
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~CHICKEN

Eastern Washington's NAIA District I
champion track team will send a five-man contingent to Arkadelphia, Arkansas this weekend
for the national finals.
Hoping to improve on last year's NAIA 15th
place finish, the Eagles will be represented by
high-jumpers Greg Mitchell and Ric Teller,
javelin thrower Tom Badgely, hurdler Rich
Dahl and long jumper George Hodg~s.
Coach Jerry Martin, who directed his troops
to their third consecutive Evergreen Conference
title two weeks ago, is optimistic that Eastern
could ·finish high despite the low number of
competitors.
· .. I definitely think we have a good shot at
four or five places with these guys, maybe
everybody getting in," Martin said.
••we're not in a position to take as many guys
as we used to-but that may be just as well in
the long run. Everybody who goes now has a
shot," he added.
The Eagles rolled over all competition in Burnaby, 8.C. last weekend to repeat as District I
champs, scoring 226 points to second place·
Simon Fraser University's 149. Western
Washington wound up third with 105, followed
by Pacific Lutheran's 62, Central Washington's
57, Whitworth's 26 and Whitman's 10.
Dahl won both hurdles, clocking 14.5 and
53.8 for the metric distances, ~hile M'itchell set
a record with a 6-10 leap and Badgley defended
his crown with a 223-10 toss.
Tom Richards won the 800 meters race with a
I :54.6 timing, and Dave Schmeller took 400
meters honors with a 49.4 effort.
Hammer throw - I, Fred Sommer (SFU) 51.66 meters (169-6). 2,
Henry Midles (CWSC) 45.78. 3, Randy Rudin (EWSC) 41.32. 4, Jess
Snider (Wwth) 40.42. 5, ·Paul Kelly (WWSC) 37.36. 6, Jim Wheeler
(PLU) 37.28.
Shot put - I, Dieter Van Arsdalc (WWSC) 15.42 (50-6). 2, Martin Rudy (WWSC) 14,53. 3, Steve 'Tyner (EWSC) 14.36. 4, Zenon
Smiechowski (SFU) 13.77. 5, Dennis Docheff (Wwth) 13.75. 6,
Mark Brandt (PLU) 13.31.
High jump - I, Greg Mitchell (EWSC) 2.08 (6-10). 1975 (record,
old 6-9 ¼, Dave Hegland, CWSC). 2, Ric Teller (EWSC) 1.98. 3,
Chris Roberts (Wwth) 1.98. 4, Mike Boland (CWSC 1.93. 5, Ken

Gibson '(CWSC) 1.88. 6. Greg Price (PLU) 1.83.
Javelin - I. Tom Badgley (EWSC) 68.16 (233-IO). 2, Chuck Van
Matre (EWSC) 62.46. 3, Mike Carter (CWSC) 61.12. 4, Dan Tulin
(EWSC) 60.62. 5, Dave Reister (WWSC) 57 .50. 6, Smiechowski
(SFU) 55.46.
Long Jump - I, Wade Walter (EWSC) 7.09 (23-4). 2, George
Hodges (EWSC) 6.70. 3, John Pankratz (SFU) 6.69. 4, Phil Lowe
(SFU) 6.64. 5, Al Bessette (PLU) 6.33. 6, John Goheen (EWSC)
6.26.
Pole valut- I, Paul Shearer (Whmn) 4.27 (14-0). 2, tic between
Niles Mayfield (EWSC) and Kevin Stephenson (Pl!.U) 4.27. 4, Ron
Knowlton (WWSC) 4.27. 5, Kevin Kelly (EWSC) 4.27. 6, Boland
(CWSC) 4.11.
Discus-I, Mitch Ringe (CWSC) 48.82. ( 160-3). 2, Ron Fussell
(PLU) 47.78. 3, Mike Daniels (CWSC) 47.60. 4, Rudy (WWSC)
46.70. 4, Tyner (EWSC) 44 .52. 6, Smiechowski (SFU) 42.39.
Triple jump - I, Bill Lampe (CWSC) 14.75 (48-4 ¾). (record, old,
Lief Johnson, PLU, 47-9¾, 1965). 2, Doug Wilson (PLU) 14.07. 3,
Hodge$ (EWSC) 14.06. 4. Keith Johnson (CWSC) 13.96. 5, Walter
(EWSC) 13.93. 6, Bessette (PLU) 13.65.
3,000-meter steeplechase - I, Mike Lonergan (SFU) 9:34.8. 2,
Daryl Shn,1hl (EWSC) 9:27.6. 3, Clay Stenberg (WWSC) 9:35.0. 4,
Gary Giles (SFU) 9:52.0. 5, Dave Benson (PLU) 9:59.4. 6, Greg
Wirtz (WWSC) 10:05.0.
400-meter relay - I, Simon Fraser (Lowe, Pankratz, Dickson,
Delorme) 42.2. 2, Eastern Washington 42.8. 3, Western Washington
43.7. 4, Pacific Lutheran 43.9.
1,500 meters - I, Jerry Greenman (EWSC) 3:56.4. (record, old,
3:59. 1, Bill Cliff, WWSC, 1968). 2, Tim Cornish (SPU) 3:58.0. 3,
Rudy Chavez (EWSC) 3:58.2. 4, Greg Beyerlein (EWSC) 3:58.2. 4,
Shaw (WWSC) 4:00.0. 6, John Hill (SFU) 4:00.1.
110-meter hurdles - I, Rich Dahl (EWSC) 14.5. 2, Howard Lut•
ton (PLU) 14.7. 3, Larry Lunch (Wwth) 14.7. 4, Robby Smith
(EWSC) 14.!!. 5, Chuck Hagstrom (EWSC) 15.0. 6, Trig Pederson
(WWSC) 15.4.
400 meters - I, Dave Schmeller (EWSC) 49.4. 2, Anderson Jones
• (Wwth) 49.9. 3, Mike Crossett (EWSC) 50.0. 4, Steve Ard (EWSC)
50.5. 5. Gary Johnson (WWSC) 51 .0. 6, Steve Schindele (PLU) 51.4
100 meters-I, Mu~ray Delorme (SFU) 10.6.
400 meters - I, Dave Schmeller (EWSC) 49.4. 2. Tom Dickson
(SFU) 10.8. 3. Brad Cossette (EWSC) 10.9. Anderson Jones (Wwth)
49.9. 3, Mike Crossett (EWSC) 50.0. 4, Rod Bring (WWSC) I I. I. 5,
Jerry Smith (EWSC) 11.6. 6, Pat Clifton (EWSC) 11.8.
800 meters- I, Tom Richards (EWSC) I :54.6. 2, Rick Barbero
(EWSC) 1:54.9. 3, Nick Roehl (WWSC) 1:55.0. 4, Mike Lonergan
(SFU) 1:55.8. 5, Ivor Day (SFU) 1:56.0. 6, Paul.Johnson (PLU)
1:56.2.
400-meter hurdles - I, Dahl (EWSC) 53.8. 2, Doug Higgins
(SFU) 54.9i 3, Mark Warbinck (SFU) 54.9. 4, Erik
Strenge (PLU) 55.3. 5, Mike Bentley (WWSC) 56.8. 6. Smith
(EWSC) 57.0.
200 meters -,- I, Dickson (SFU) 22. 1. 2, Cossette (EWSC) 22.3. 3,
Delorme (SFU) 22.6. 4, Mike Trimble (EWSC) 23.0. 5, Bring
(WWSC) 23.1. 6, DaryJ Steiber (WWSC) 23.4.
5,000 meters - I, Brian Steele (SFU) 15: 10.8. (record, old
15: 18.4. Jim Sheperd, WWSC, 1968). 2, John Pryor (EWSC) 15:28.0.
3, Ken Turner (CWSq 15:29.8. 4. Kevin Schafer (PLU) 15:29.8.
5, Steve Menard (WWSC) 15:31.4. 6, Stenberg (WWSC) 14:48.4
1,600-meter relay - I, EWSC (Schmeller, Crossctte, Ard, Dahl)
3:20.8. (New record, first time in meters). 2, SFU 3:22.8. 3, WWSC
3:28.0. 4, PLU 3:28.4.
Team Scoring - EWSC 226, SFU 149, WWSC 105, PLU 62,
CWSC 57, Whitw~rth .26, Whitman 10. ..

The Cheney Newsstand
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ANNOUNCES

A change from Groceries to a New and _Complete Arts & Crafts Center
to compliment present News, Schoo/ .Supplies, Film Service,. Book &
Magazines, All Occasion Cards, Records, Music Books & Accessories,
Tabacco and Misc. Supplies.
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Reg. $4.19

$1.00 OfF
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•
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A 1()% Discount on Art Supplies
to Students with SB Card. .:
.

··········································································-····~
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 1:00-1:00, 8at.-8un. 1-1

WITH COUPON
.
.

Ellen Holmes-Owner

'

Expires: May 19, 1976
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Worn.en Slate
Sports Dessert
Eastern's
Women's
Collegiate Sports Council will
hold its annual sports award
dessert next Wednesday at 7
p.m. in Tawanka Co mmon s.
Sara Keller, athletic council
membe r, will be the guest
speaker in the affair whi ch
features letter award presentations to Eastern's women
athletes.

Yellers Selected
~

~

.

5'

Kansas City and the NAIA finals await the Screamin' Eagle
tennis squad after they ti~ Pacific Lutheran University for
the NAIA District 1 crown here last weekend.
·
Top row, left to right, Coach Ron Raver, Wally Heindenson, Don Johnston and Sid Porter. Bottom, 1-r, Ed Williams,
Dan Yount, George Shibazaki.
District I doubles champions Heidenson and Porter, who
defeated Western Washington's Jeff McKinstry and Steve
Chronister 4-6, 6-4, 6-1, will depart for the national tourney
on Monday, May 31. The Eagles tied· PLU with 17 points
each, while Western finished second with eight points, and
Central Washington third with slx points.

The AS Legislature has approved the names of six
women to lead the Screamin'
Eagle cheerleading 'team for
next year.
Nona Chantry, Carrie
Craw ford, Sharon Duncan,
Mona Ornelas, Sally Quinby,
and Roberta Tai will head an
all-female squad representing
Eastern at all home and away
sports events.
Eileen Young has been
selected as the alternate should
one of the positions become
vacant.

Eagles..:....N~med All-Stars
Jim Waggoner

Sports Editor
Eas tern Washington
ba s 1.:b u ll s tandout s Jim
Maglaras and Larry Brown
ha ve been named to the NAIA
Di s trict I and Eve rg reen
Co nference all-star teams .
Infielders Steve Meyers and
Eldon Hancock were also
·selected to the EvCo's
. Northern Division star squad.
Maglaras, a sophomore, hit
.355 before sustaining extensive ligament damage to his
left knee late in the campaign.
Bro\\'n, a freshman, compiled
a .J04 average while patroling
the outfield for the Eagles,
T his marks the second consecutive year that Meyers has
been honored by the EvCo.
The senior from Yakima hit
.J 14 while leading · the dub in
hits (J2) and walks (24). Hancock led the duh in runshatted-in with 18 and home
runs \Vith three.
Four-time NAIi\ District f

OHver Repeats National Honor

Jim Maglaras
champion Lev:is-Clark State
landed fi ve players on the di strict all-star team. Shortstop
Da,·e Jost , catcher Ciary Sady ,
nut ficl1.kr 13arry Wofford and
pitchers Tom Kammer and
Tim lkhlcr were the Warrior
selections from a club which
dispns1.:d of Central in two
straight playoff ga1~1es last
,, eckend.
Th1.: \Varriors advance to
;\ n . 1111.:im this ,veekend for the
NI\ 1/\ Regionals.
\\' hit\\'l>rth's Pal Irvin and
(j n:gg R1.:J were also picked
for the all-star team.

Spring Quarter Speciall

~t,,,~
USE THIS C8UPON ~Oon
Mrs. Oliver has twice, in records in 1975 with an air rifle
t-'b
Qe4
1974 and 1975, been named as the best collegiate shooter
0
Inland Empire Sports Writers and a member of the record'-1.
q0
EXPIRES MAY 31
d',...
and Broadcasters Woman selling team.
.L~~
(Garnes must be bowled by one person)
.,,.~
Athlete of the Year.
She is a cadet lieutenant
J,,.oC"'"
Visit
the
"Thunder
Room.,
~
She holds the English match colonel ,in the EWSC Army
v
Beer-Wine-Snacks
~
record for .22 caliber rifles in ROTC program and is a canopen, women's and collegiate didate for a bachelor of arts
classes, and set a new record in degree in biology to be
1974, which still stands, of 300 awarded al the end of the
1706 2nd 235-6278
,1-19
plus four additional I O's.
current spring quarter
Jim Dyck, Prop.
• ·Mrs. Oliver doesn't .c o n f i n e . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
her shooting to .22 caliber
rifles. She set new collegiate

Wanda J .Oliver, Eastern
Washington State College
senior who has proved herself
the best rifle shooter in the
country, man or woman, has
been named to the National
Rine Association 1976 AllAmerican First team for the
third year in a row.
She was also named the
highest collegiate and highest
A r·my Reserve Officers
Trai'ning Corps cadet shooter
by the NRA ..

o"'\

3 Games

to, $1

°

.,_,fr

CHENEY BOWl

•J

~

"'\,
•
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JOIN TEACHER CORPS
We need more Blacks, Chicanos, and Indians to
train to teach low income kids!

.

If you have a Bachelors' Degree, did not major
or minor in education, have no certification or
teaching experience and have no Masters'
Degree, you qualify.

;: ,

. '.:\ ·:· t::·•'.·· ;;.. .

§;;,--

FREE Pick-up ~ Delivery

MADD Ul!IX CLEANERS
& TAILORS
· Under New Management ·

409 1st Street

CALL:235-6260

.BQ~!s!A ~- .
SUPER Buy
"i975

]'~~>~.,"-. ~
--.

..
~
. .· ~ · :,,. ,. ,
.,
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Style and economy ·. · ·· ·· ·
in one bikel You
know it's a Honda.
·c;.,,l.O
It's powerful, rugged
and versatile. The four.\
stroke single--cylinder
,I
overhead cam engine
has plenty of
pep for quick
acceleration.
A great buyl
TEST RIDE A
HONDA TODAY . ..

.,

· . · · .. ·

ONL y

(Limited Stock)

WESTSIDE HONDA

You Get:
* 2 Years of college-tuition free
* A Masters Degree in ~ducatior7l
* Teacherr Certification
* $125.·00 eactl week
* $15.00 for each depemdent
* Vets also get G.I. Belilefits
Programs are located in most states, the
District of Columbia, Guam, and Puerto
Rico.
Apply to: TEACHER CORPS RECRUITMENT AND TECHNICAL
RESOURCES CENTER
3,1' South. Spring Street, Room 250
Los. Angeles, CA 90013
(213) 625-7204
Appllcatloni must be submitted by May 30, 1976

2010 First St.-Rt.' 3, Box 2B
Cheney, Washington 99004
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College EvaluationNeeded
b.v Karen Bailes
· Staff Writer

Titl e I of the ducation
mendments of 1972 i
de ig ned to end sex di crimination in institutions of
higher education .
The governing clause read
simply : uNo person in the
United States shall, on the basis
of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the
bent!fits of, or be subj~cted to
discrimination under any education program or activity
receiving Federal financial
assistance. . . "

In 1975, Congress adopted a
revised regulation to include
the right of students, as well as
employees, to be free of sex
discrimination.
The regulation, effective on
July 21, 1975 required each institution to complete a selfevaluation within one year and
implement a plan for compliance within another two
year .
The American Council on
Education's Commission on
Women in Higher Education
ha prepared an in titutional
self-evaluation procedure plan
which i not regulatory but
con i tent with _the Title IX
regulations.
Step one of the general selfevaluation plan call for the
chief executive officer of the
in titution to ''inform the campu and public that the college
does not discriminate on the
basis of ex and that Title IX
make such di crimination illegal."
Patricia
Coontz,
c h a i r w o m a n o f t h e A ff i r mative Action Council, said
she knows of no such communication from the administration to the public.
Peggy Gasette, women's
athletics, S<!id she has been
working closely with Ken
Dolan, the college's Affirmative Action Officer, for the

I,

~oontz said women faculty
members are in the typically
female departments uch as
English and home economics .
There are no women in
department such a political
science, economics or history.
EWS ha no women in top
administrative posts but there
are• • five •women
in lower adJ
• •
mini trat1ve positions.
Progre on the evaulation
of the institution to date includes a request by' Dolan of
each vice president to evaluate
his own area. Dolan said he
hopes to have those
evaluations within the next
two weeks.
Dolan said he has reviewed
official college publications
and communications in an effort to eliminate sex
stereotyping . or restrictions
due to sex.
Textbooks will not be
reviewed for sex bias, said
Dolan . "The regulations (Title
IX) do not speak to sexism in
textbooks," he said.

past year. Both Gazette and
Doli.ln are members of the
thletic ouncil.
oontz aid she is happy
ith the work toward nondi crimination of women in
athletics. "However, we feel
that women in other areas
should be involved in unit
evaluation," she . aid.
Dolan said that according to
a utilization analysis, which
compare
the workforce
nationwide, Eastern should
have 18 per cent women on the
faculty. Currently, there is
only 13.3 per cent, including
faculty members at the Campus School.
The .college, Dolan said, is
working toward the 18 per
cent goal. Within the last three
ears, 40 per cent of the faculty
hired were women .
Although EWSC may be
working toward the right
percentage of women faculty
members, the distribution
show at lea t 12 department
with fu II time faculty which are
all male.

The Co-Respondents-Sandra Nisbet, Patricia Larson and
Maggie Unrue-are interviewed by a local Spokane TV
reporter.

The Co-Respondents

The Co-Respondents, a women's theatre troupe, gave a
theatrical presentation entitled "Here She Comes: Women
and Power" as part of Women's Week acthities.
The presentation included readings by troupe members
Sandra Nisbet and Patricia Larson which were adopted from
documents and manuscripts about women.
Original songs by troupe member Maggie Unrue and other
songs by Denise Livingston were also incorporated.
Nisbet said the show was first put together four years ago
and took four months of research, editing and rereading.
The Co-Respondents have performed for colleges, universities ' rotarv. clubs and armv. bases. Larson said the troupe
tries to present material that is "intetesting, enjoyable-,
educational and, of course, thoug ht provo k .mg. "
Following the presentation, the Co-Respondents conducted
a workshop in Morrison Hall multi-purpose room.

Women's Commission

Stereotyping Discussed By NOW
bv· Diane Tuttle
Staff Writer

Sex-role Stereotyping in
education, careers and personal relation s wa the subject
of an open panel discussion
conducted by the Spokane
hapter of the National
Organization of Women
(NOW).

The discussion was sponored by EWSC ' Women's
Commission as part of
Women's Week.
Shirley Cannon, Dorthy
Hamilton, and Janet
Gilpatrick were the three panelists. They discussed the
stereotype labels society has
built into the English
language.
"There's a myth that women
work to fill their free time and

.
.
,
.
.
comes at mainly service and
for fulfillment.
I
believe
that
I . I. b
1 · h ff d 1·t
I
k 111
·
c enca JO s w 1Ic a or
I te
t
women wor ,
moS case ' advancement."
because they have to. Our escalating ec9nomy and high
"Today· women do not
standard of living compel give themselves enough credit.
women to work-with high They must rid themselves of
barriers-minimum wages, , omen's traditional jobs such
lack of comprehensive child- as : secretarial po itions, nurcare, and few challenging job sing aids, and waitres job .
opportunitie ," said Cannon .
The must change their way of
Janet Gilpatrick agreed and thinking and set no limits to
added, "Women have been what they can accomplish.
forced to use their power un- Women must expand their
der the table instead of own consciousness," said
bringing it to the surface. Only Hamilton.
in recent years has it become
"There is an Affirmative
socially accepted for a woman Action policy required by the
to own her own power and to · State and Federal Government
be assertiv.e."
to upgrade mirrorities," said
Cannon went on to say, "As Cannon, "However, enforcing
a result statistics show that one it is a problem." The city
out of three women who are receives federal funds and have
head of the household are placed strict laws on hiring
employed at poverty level in- procedures.

5 Gals. GAS FREE

with the purchase of each new tire.
Dex Bailey Free Gas Formula:
A60x13" ... $32.95
G&0x14" ... $37.95
L60x15" ... $42.95

r-.

-

+ F.E.T. + 5 Gals. Gas Free with each tirel

~--

(Full workmanship & road ~~zzard, guaranteed for life of tredl)
e
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DISC BRAKE
SPECIAL!

Front Disc & Rear Drum

$5995

e

IN.STALL - naAICI 5HOIS

• f:a:L~A~J;H!ELS
e • l:9UILD CYLIIIIIDl15
e ADD FLUID
e.
•
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INl, CT COMPLETI!

Manager

235-6183
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INSTALL Dl$C PADS
INSTALL BRAKE SHOES
TURN l ROTORS
TURN l DRUMS
ICEBUILD -REAR
CYLINDERS

&•AIU SYSlliM

ARCHIE LAIRD
L

e
e
e
. e
e

DEX BAILEY
TlRE CENTER ..

.....
Air Shocks - ·

$4995
a pair

INSTALLED

"When the l:..tbor union fir t
c·1me
into e istence it
,
protected women and children
from harsh working condition s, as well as ome men,
said Gilpatrick. It wa to her
benefit until the labor union
started to Ii 111 it women's
capabilities by setting certain
standard , thu , taking away
many job opportunities."
According to the Bureau of
Labor Sta ti tics, the u .S.
Department of Labor and
other qualified departments, it
has been found that fully
employed women high school
graduates (with no college)
have less income on the
average than fully employed
men who have not completed
dementary school.
Other statistics show that
women comprise 78 per cent of
all ch!rical workers, but only
five percent of all craft
workers. Also, it is frequently
the wife's earnings which raise
a family out of poverty. In
husband-wife families, 15 percent have income below $5,000 ii' the wife does not work,
four per cent when she does
work.
The Spokane County Labor
Market reported that in 1973
there were 7,296 families with
a remale head. Of these female
heads of family, 3,775 are
employed. On the average,
female heads earr:icd 48.5 percent of what male heads of
family earned ($4,334 for
women vs. $8,937 for men.)
Const:quently, one out of
every three families headed by
a woman is below the poverty
line, while only one out of
every 16 families headed by a
man is bdow the poverty line.
A female with five years or
mon:: of college earns on the
avcrags;: $6,822 per year, while
a male with the ame education earns on the average
$14,334- more than double
the annual income of the
woman.
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